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James BuSTAR

Australia’s Madman of Comedy and Juggling

James Bustar, the ultimate entertainment dynamo who
will bring laughter and astonishment to your event!
With a stellar career spanning the globe, James has
established himself as a true showbiz sensation. From
jaw-dropping performances in some of the largest
venues in Australia to captivating audiences of all sizes,
James has proven time and again that he is a force to
be reckoned with. His talents have taken him to the
grandest stages and smallest gatherings, and he has
left an indelible mark wherever he goes.

As a semi-finalist on Australia’s Got Talent in 2009,
James showcased his incredible juggling skills to a
captivated nation, leaving judges and viewers in awe.
His unforgettable appearances in advertisements for
Step One Underwear, Volkswagen, and TikTok have
solidified his status as a versatile entertainer with mass appeal. With regular appearances on
television, radio, and in the media, James has become a household name, beloved for his infectious
humor and mind-boggling juggling feats.

But it doesn’t stop there! James has taken juggling to extreme heights (literally) by performing in
the most daring and unconventional scenarios. Picture him juggling while bungee jumping,
underwater, on zip lines, and even jet boarding. This fearless entertainer knows no boundaries
when it comes to delivering unforgettable experiences. His unparalleled versatility has made him
one of the most sought-after acts in the cruise industry, dazzling audiences aboard luxurious ships
around the world.

James Bustar is not only a master of his craft but also a passionate advocate for his fellow
entertainers. Throughout the pandemic, he has tirelessly worked to support and uplift his industry.
From speaking on behalf of entertainers at Parliament House and advocating for Carnival
Australia, to being personally chosen by Royal Caribbean to help bring cruises back to life, James
has proven himself to be a true champion. His efforts have earned him recognition and respect
among his peers and the media.

He is also a popular star of panto and variety shows, receiving rave reviews wherever he performs.
Most notably, James has graced the stage of the prestigious Cromer Pier Show, the only remaining
end of the pier show in the world. His phenomenal talent and magnetic stage presence have left
audiences clamoring for more, leading to his unique distinction of being invited back two years in
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a row due to overwhelming demand.

So, whether you’re organizing a royal agricultural show, a festival like Glastonbury, a prestigious
corporate event, or even a cruise extravaganza, Comedy Juggler James Bustar is the ultimate
entertainment choice. With his infectious energy, astonishing skills, and unwavering dedication to
his craft, James will leave your audience in stitches and amazement. Prepare for a night of
laughter, wonder, and unforgettable memories when you welcome James Bustar to your event. Get
ready to be blown away!

Client testimonials

“ A show of impeccable comical timing from a performer with an excellent stage presence …
His show is not only technically superb, he’s a comic, he’s a raconteur, he’s pretty good!!

- 2AY Radio

“ His performance was energetic, entertaining, and engaging, and always attracted a crowd … I
highly recommend James for his comedic entertainment, artistic ability and willingness to
support the event.

- Border Trades and Labour Council

“ James BuSTAR is a consummate entertainer and an outrageously funny individual both on and
off the stage. His cheeky and super quirky persona is only surpassed by his extraordinary
talent and comical timing. Whether it’s a blue chip corporate event or a family festival James
gives his all and proves with every performance why he really is Australia’s Comedy Juggling
Superstar!

- Shane International Events & Entertainment
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